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Imagine a simple pill than can enable muscle fibers to self-repair and
regenerate. Satellos is a biotechnology company founded on game changing
science in skeletal muscle regeneration. We have discovered that muscle stem
cells in Duchenne are unable to adequately repair existing and generate new
muscle fibers throughout life. We believe this is an even more significant factor
in the progressive muscle damage experienced by people living with Duchenne
than the absence of the dystrophin protein in existing muscle fibers. This is
because dystrophin has an earlier role to play in creating muscle progenitor
cells which ultimately repair and regenerate muscle fibers. We have identified
multiple ways to correct this stem cell deficiency with small molecule drugs
through regulation of a process known as stem cell “polarity”. Our approach
has potential to be disease modifying in Duchenne and other dystrophies as
explained and shown in this poster.
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Targeting polarity improves function in Duchenne

Satellos Path to the Clinic

Our Company

Figure 4. Restoring polarity and progenitor production in Mdx mice resulted in muscle
regeneration as measured by improved muscle quality (diaphragm diameter, individual
fiber size and less fibrosis) as well as enhanced muscle performance and overall ambulation
in the treated vs untreated mice.

Summary

Stem cell polarity is key to muscle regeneration

Novel small molecule treatment approach

Figure 1. Satellos discovered that the dystrophin protein participates in establishing
muscle stem cell polarity. Polarization drives the regeneration process by instructing each
stem cell to create a muscle cell progenitor which enables the repair/generation of
muscle fibers. In essence, Duchenne is a disease of failed regeneration, offering the
potential for an entirely new treatment approach.

Figure 2. Satellos has identified regulatory pathways that can be modulated
with small molecule drugs (i.e., a pill) to correct polarity and restore progenitor
production. Satellos is developing drug candidates with the potential to correct
stem cell polarity in Duchenne with the aim of restoring progenitor cell
production and muscle regeneration.

Progenitor production can be restored

Figure 3. To demonstrate the therapeutic potential of restoring stem cell polarity
and muscle regeneration we treated Mdx mice with an early generation
compound. Mice were treated 3 times per week for 4 weeks while being given
access to a free running wheel. At the end of the study, we determined that the
production of progenitors, and hence polarity, had been restored.

Mutations in DAPC members often results in dystrophic disease
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Targeting polarity improves function in MDC1A

Figure 5. Many DAPC members have been identified as disease genes that underlie
muscular dystrophy. Satellos hypothesizes that these muscular dystrophies, which often
display impairments in muscle regeneration, may also harbour disrupted polarity and could
benefit from our therapeutic approach.

Figure 5. Our preliminary results suggest that mice bearing mutations in Lama2 respond to
small molecule targeting of muscle stem cell polarity. Pairs of dyW litter mates were
treated 3 times per week for 2 weeks followed by rotarod analyses. Histology analyses are
ongoing.
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Satellos is endeavoring to develop the first ever small molecule therapeutics expressly
targeting muscle stem cell polarity as a novel treatment modality for Duchenne, and
potentially other degenerative muscle diseases. We discovered cell polarity is deficient in
Duchenne and believe this to be a causal factor of the progressive muscle degeneration
associated with this disease. The therapeutics we are developing to target the impaired
stem cell polarity found in Duchenne stem cells are intended to restore the body’s innate
regenerative responses in order to alter disease progression. We plan to begin FIH studies
in 2023.
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